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difficultyproduction time 
30 minutes

Punch out the stars with the Sizzix Big Shot out of the metallic gold  
iron-on transfer foil by means of the set of punch templates (“deep edge”)  

“Stars&Circles”. See picture.

1 Place, according to your wishes, the iron-on transfer motifs on the  
cosmetic bag with the shiny side facing upwards.

2 Place the ironing paper over the iron-on transfer motif and iron it with 
the iron (without steam) at temperature level 2 for about 30 seconds with  
a light pressure.   
Move the iron slightly when ironing.
Iron on a heat-resistant, firm surface.

53 982 564  Zip top cosmetic bag, grey 1 piece
55 393 576  Tassel, black 1 piece
12 202 573  Wooden bead Diamond, 2 cm ø  1 piece
53 988 616  Metallic iron-on transfer foil, gold  10 × 10 cm
22 261 06  Calotte ends, 5 mm ø, gold  1 piece
22 382 06  Small ring, round, 4.6 mm ø, gold  1 piece
50 052 000  Set of punch templates („deep edge“) „Stars&Circles“
38 329 00  Ironing paper DIN A4, white

Additionally you need:
59 396 000 Sizzix Big Shot machine
89 341 00 Flat nose pliers for jewellery 
89 378 00 Craft scissors
 Iron

Instructions:

Used items:

3 Let the iron-on transfer motif to cool down for about 60 seconds.

4 Remove carefully the carrier foil. Pay particular attention here to 
filigree areas. 
If the motif is still detached from the fabric, repeat the steps 2-3.

5 Cover the motif with ironing paper, fix the motif by ironing it again and 
let it cool down once more.

Thread the wooden bead Diamond onto the black tassel. 
Put & squeeze the calotte end at the upper end of the tassel. Then hook 
the tassel up to the zip fastener of your cosmetic bag by means of  the 
small ring.




